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ABSTRACT
Film cooling effectiveness of a single row of cylindrical holes on a
flat plate was analyzed. It was found, that the flow can be divided into
two typical regimes along the downstream distance. Near the ejection
location a complex flow domain of cooling film formation with strong
3-D character was recognized. Further downstream a domain of a diluting cooling film with 2-D character was identified. An analytical solution for the film cooling effectiveness along the downstream distance
was derived in the 2-0 regime. Based on literature data, correlations for
the formation length, i.e. the length of the 3-0 domain, and the corresponding film cooling effectiveness at the start of the 2-0 film were
developed. These correlations provide the initial conditions of the analytical solution of the 2-0 film flow. A damping function was introduced to connect the two regimes and to model the lateral averaged
film cooling effectiveness distribution within the 3-0 flow domain.
From this, a correlation was established, taking into account the full set
of parameters, which was presented in an earlier study [I]. The correlation was tested over a wide range of parameters, and an error estimation
is given to demonstrate the quality of the correlation.

INTRODUCTION
Film cooling by compressor air through rows of holes is the most
used external cooling technique in regions of highest thermal loads.
The idea of film cooling is to establish a homogeneous, two dimensional film of coolant on the surface to be protected. Usually, the resulting heat flux problem is treated as two independent problems of
temperature and heat transfer. These partial problems are characterized
by the dimensionless temperature of the adiabatic wall
T — TG
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denoted film

cooling effectiveness, and the heat transfer coefficient
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Since the application of film cooling by rows of holes induces a
highly complex boundary layer, even the prediction of the cooling
effectiveness alone is difficult. The large number of influencing parameters precluded the generation of correlations or computations applicable to all cases, even for the fiat plate film cooling by one row of
inclined holes. As an earlier study of Baldauf and Scheurlen [I]
showed, a complete collection of these parameters could not be found
in the literature. As a result of that study this set of parameters was
derived and lateral averaged effectiveness was demonstrated to result in

x
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The set comprises the fluid dynamic parameters blowing ratio,
momentum ratio, and turbulence intensity of the hot gas flow, and the
geometrical parameters downstream distance, blowing angle, hole
spacing, hole length, and thickness of the approaching boundary layer.
Particularly, correlations for discrete hole film cooling accounting for
the influences of boundary layer thickness, hole length, and turbulence
could not be found. In the following a correlation system is presented
that includes all the parameters indicated above and that exploits a
large database offering a substantial variation of all these parameters.

INTENTION OF THE STUDY
The still intensive actual research indicates, that reliable tools for
the prediction of film cooling performance of arbitrary configurations
are not yet available. Computational fluid dynamics still suffer from
inadequate flow discretisation and turbulence modeling. Carefully built
computation models with refined calculation grids provide insight into
flow phenomena and mixing processes, but the full complexity of the
problem is not resolved [8]. For cooling optimization in iterative processes. these methods of computational fluid dynamics are too time
consuming and, therefore, only useful in detail examinations. Correlations do not attempt to resolve the full complexity of the problem, but
they systematically describe symptoms that result from the complex
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AN OVERALL CORRELATION OF FILM COOLING EFFECTIVENESS
FROM ONE ROW OF HOLES

Figure 1: Lateral avenged effectiveness over downstream distance
rises towards a maximum as sketched in Figure I. The maximum
occurs near the point, where the coolant first forms a closed film over
the surface. Once such a wall film with 2-D character is formed, it can
be treated as a boundary layer like flow with specific temperature and
velocity profiles. With increasing downstream distance, the velocity
profiles transform into typical turbulent boundary layer profiles while
the temperature distribution corresponds to a 2-0 half-jet profile [7,23].
L'Ecuyer and Soechting [12] characterized three different regimes
of the coolant jet mixing process with increasing velocity ratio, as indicated in Figure 2. In the mass addition regime, the coolant is squeezed
between the hot gas flow and the wall. The high shear of the boundary
layer causes the jets to spread out quickly and merge with adjacent jets.
As long as this mixing scheme is present, an increase in the velocity
ratio results in a higher coolant mass flux, forming a thicker film with
higher thermal capacity and higher effectiveness at the point of film
formation. In the mixing regime, the normal momentum of the coolant
flow from inclined holes tends to drive the coolant away from the wall.

ANALYSIS OF THE FILM COOLING PROCESS
The examined film cooling problem is the ejection from one row
of cylindrical, streamwise inclined holes on a flat plate with zero pressure gradient. No specific cross flow at the hole entrance or hole geometry variation is regarded, since these variations can influence the
coolant jet flow significantly 19, 223. Considering the 3-0 problem of
discrete hole film cooling there is no closed film initially present from
the ejection. In contrast to the 2-D case of continuous slot film cooling,
the coolant emerges from the holes as single jets. With downstream
convection of the jets. uncooled space between the holes is covered by
the coolant due to turbulent mixing of the jets with the hot gas. The surface between the holes at the ejection location is externally uncooled
and, as a consequence, film cooling effectiveness equals zero. With
successive spreading of the jets, lateral avenged cooling effectiveness
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coolant to hot gas density ratio, Pc/PG
temperature ratio factor
ejection hole spacing, [m]
s )-I
equivalent slot width, se = 21- d a
standard deviation
temperature, [K]
turbulence intensity, A,/; 72 / u
coolant to hot gas velocity ratio, uG/ uG
velocity, (m/s]
film thickness ratio
downstream distance from hole center. [m]
coordinate normal to the wall, [m]

velocity profile parameter
correlation coefficients
blowing angle
correlation coefficients
coolant to hot gas thermal capacity ratio
correlation coefficients
thermal capacity at constant pressure, [J/(kg K)]
ratio of shear layer to thermal layer thickness. 8„/8,
ejection hole diameter, [m]
correlation coefficients
boundary layer thickness, [m]
displacement thickness of the shear layer, [m]
damping function on the analytic effectiveness
relative cooling film thickness
heat transfer coefficient, [W/m 2 K)]
film cooling effectiveness
correlation factors
coolant to hot gas momentum flux ratio, (pu 2 )0/(Pu2)G
ejection hole length, [m]
ratio of film mean temperature to adiabatic wall temperature
blowing ratio, (pu)c/(pu)G
gradient of thermal capacity ratio with density ratio
mass flux, [kg/s]
velocity profile coefficient
pressure, (N/m 21
heat flux, (W/m 2 ]
specific gas constant, [I/(kg K)]
Reynolds number

Subscripts
analytically derived
A
AW
adiabatic wall
coolant
hole diameter based
entrained
at film formation
cooling film
hot gas
from temperature ratio integration
from mass flux integration
max
at maximum peak effectiveness
temperature layer
integral temperature layer
shear layer
wall
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process. Known correlations for lateral averaged film cooling effectiveness reveal good results, lithe configurations considered are not too far
from the experimental conditions of the correlation's data base.
In integral computerized optimization of film cooled turbine parts
fast and handy real time prediction methods are required. They have to
be mostly independent of special boundary conditions and enable the
systematic study of parameter variations. The knowledge of the entire
set of parameters suggests the development of a new correlation for
discrete hole film cooling. For the first time the interaction of all
parameters can be regarded. Furthermore, it is intended to achieve a
great flexibility by dividing the problem into independent models for
particular mechanisms. Such a modular tool allows the inclusion of
actual research results and extensions to more general applications.

jets merging
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Figure 3: Velocity and temperature profiles of the cooling film
total temperature difference of the adiabatic wall to the hot gas:

penetration
regime

mixing
regime
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This mean temperature results from the balance of mass and enthalpy
of the growing cooling film (Figure 4). The cooling film can theoretically be traced back to an initial state of a uniform film of coolant with
the cross sectional area of the ejection orifices used, resulting in an
equivalent width of a tangential slot. Enthalpy flux of the film is given
by the sum of coolant enthalpy and enthalpy of the entrained hot gas:

liMax

Figure 2: Maximum effectiveness Tip Of film formation
The outer proportions of still attached jets begin to mix with the hot gas
flow. A maximum of rip is reached at the velocity ratio U mm, before the
mixing affects a significant fraction of the coolant. The following decay
indicates the formation of thicker and less intense films, as large
amounts of hot gas are entrained. With the increase of the coolant
velocity, the maximum moves farther downstream before the spreading
jets can merge. In the penetration regime, the high normal momentum
of the coolant causes total detachment of the jets. Spreading of the jets
now takes place apart from the wall, and by turbulent mixing only, the
coolant can reach the wall. Here two schemes are possible as sketched
in Figure 2: First. jet spreading causes the single jets to contact the wall
and the reattached jets merge afterwards, forming the film. Second, the
spreading jets merge off the wall, and turbulent growth leads to a reattachment of the accrued layer. In both cases a pronounced downstream
distance is necessary for the coolant to form the film.
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The average mass flux of the film pu f can be gained from the integration of velocity and density over the film height
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and an exponential curve for the temperature profile, as proposed by
Wieghardt [23] and confirmed by others [14, 15]
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where x is the ratio of 5, on 6.,. Factor r m defines the fraction of the
(6)
hot gas entrainment

OpG, TG

The cooling film thickness 5i can be defined at the wall distance, where
99% of the temperature difference from the wall to the free stream is
passed through. Using a typical value of n=7, this is the case with
m ot

(11)

- dy
T

Assuming, that the wall distance y*, where the correct density is found,
does not change substantially with temperature ratio, the film mass flux
becomes

3 + 1\ 12+1 \

— eXp i

St u

presuming ideal gases. There is no closed solution for this integration
with the suggested profiles u(y) and T(Y), although the result is known
by numerical integration. The rules for the integration of continuous
functions, however, specify that the density somewhere within the film
must equal the required average value. Equation II then becomes
•

The 2-D film can be described by similar velocity and temperature
profiles. Figure 3 shows such profiles, envisioning a typical power law
contour for the velocity

T(y)T
- o

(9)

The average thermal capacity of the film c pf results from the mixing of
the mass flux of the initial coolant and the entrained hot gas

ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR THE LOCAL EFFECTIVENESS

u (y) = u G (iy in

(8)

8T film flow

coolant
rh cpc Tc

(7)

rhf, cpf,

0

wall

5

Figure 4: Control volume around the developing film

The mean temperature of the film can be found as a fraction of the

3
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temperature difference from the free stream to the wall that is passed
through, when the average density is reached. r in is found by comparison with the result of the numerical integration. Deviation of eq. 13
from the correct result is at most 1.4% within the relevant range of temperature ratios. Using eqs. 9-10, 13, the mean temperature of the film is
Tc
—- I
TG
1(14)
T6
X
PG UG ST
1

and, therefore, negligible. Equation 20 can now be rewritten as
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relative cooling film thickness (18)
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thermal capacity ratio

(17)

(19)

Using air as coolant, eq. 19 gives a linear dependence of the thermal capacity ratio on the density ratio, since the temperature level and
pressure of the domain do not influence this ratio significantly [1]. With
a gradient of m=0.08 the deviation of the correlated C is at most 3%
within the relevant range of density ratio. With help of eqs. 8, 14, 1619, relative cooling film thickness turns into
G-

C vm vx
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In the film cooling situation no developed and settled shear layers
are present. There are pronounced disturbances, resulting from the
ejection and enhancing the mixing processes. It is expected, therefore,
that the growth of the shear layer over downstream distance will be
faster, driving the exponent of x/D towards unity. Within the disturbed
shear layers, the weak influence of Reynolds number will further
decrease. This is supported by the result of the parameter study [I],
showing no significant influence of hole Reynolds number on lateral
averaged film cooling effectiveness.
The growth of both shear layer and temperature layer are governed by the same turbulent mixing processes, so the ratio of their
thicknesses is expected to be constant. Several authors reported [17, 19,
21], that thermal layer growth reaches up to twice the shear layer
growth, depending on the preferred orientation of the turbulent vortex
structure. Since this preferred orientation may not be detected easily in
the discussed film cooling problem, a constant ratio of 1.5 was chosen,
resulting in a parameter x=1•53. In fact, Mayle et al. [14] gave a value
of 0.65 for the ratio of the thicknesses Sia u for large downstream distances of a slot injection, resulting in a parameter x=I.54. High turbulence levels tend to dilute the cooling film faster then low turbulence
levels and, therefore, enhance the growth of the film layer. Small variations at low turbulence levels cause minor effects. With these assumptions, linear film growth from the point of film formation with the
initial film thickness Errp and an exponential effect of turbulence, chosen for simplicity reasons, can be expressed as
x\
_
(24)
= a a( - ' )exp
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( 2 Tu
D
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Factor vx represents a fictitious ratio of integral temperature layer to
film thickness to apply the same x. Factor rk complements an appropriate fraction of the temperature difference. To achieve a handy form of
the following equations, some dimensionless numbers are introduced:
velocity profile parameter

(21)

8u = 0.37 (b
x )45 Re -115
D

(16)

A=v-X
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A

For the application of eq. 22, only the downstream development of
film thickness ST and ratio of shear layer to temperature layer x are
required. As pointed out in the analysis, the flow of the 2-D film can be
characterized by its shear layer, which is similar to a turbulent boundary layer, and its thermal layer, which shows half-jet behavior. The
growth of turbulent jet width is linear with downstream distance [5,
19]. The dependence of the turbulent boundary layer growth on Reynolds number and downstream distance may be written as [19]

Expecting that c p barely deviates from the mean value c 1 in the
film, which is true for a developed film, the 2%, expression migrates to
the mass weighted form. Here, too, no closed solution is available, but
using the computed result expressions p(r) and u(y*) can be found in
an analogue procedure as used for the mass flux. First the mean velocity expression is determined to assure proper results at a density ratio of
unity. The form of the velocity expression was chosen to be the same as
resulting from the mass integration, so A can be approximated by

X-

(C-1) v m

COOLING FILM GROWTH WITH DOWNSTREAM DISTANCE

(15)

pu p c pp

))

X TG

CORRELATION OF FILM FORMATION LENGTH

A (20)

As discussed in the analysis, the starting conditions of the film
have to be correlated from experimental data. Influences of all given
parameters have to be described in a general form of a correlation equation, and adjustable coefficients for the correct weighting of the parameters have to be applied.Experimental data of lateral averaged adiabatic
effectiveness or impermeable wall effectiveness in mass transfer experiments, respectively, of flat plate test cases were taken from literature

with nA denoting the film cooling effectiveness of the analytical film
description. Solving eq. 20 for the effectiveness leads to a division by
the factor (C - 1) . This indicates a singularity for a density ratio of
unity, which is physically not acceptable. Estimation of the last term in
brackets in eq. 20 reveals, that all factors are of the order 10 4 . Thus,
the resulting product is at least two orders of magnitude smaller then 1

4
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can be derived from the enthalpy weighted temperature profile:
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and film cooling effectiveness results in
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Figure 6a: Correlation of rt e mass/mix regimes

[2, 3, 4, 6, 10, II, 13. 16, 18, 20], to derive the coefficients in least
squares fits. The parameter ranges of these data are given in Table I.
A closed film will start directly at the ejection location in the case
of continuous slot ejection. The „distance" of holes that have an equivalent slot width of one diameter is s=nD/4. Therefore, dependence of
formation length on the hole spacing is formed b y
xF

f( s

This seems to be a high value as observable from the width of the scatter band in Figure 5.Determination of the location of peak effectiveness
is an interpretation of the experimental data and especially in cases of
large formation lengths large errors occur. Considerin g, that this RMS
value includes formation len gths up to 60 D. the value is acceptable.
CORRELATION OF THE PEAK EFFECTIVENESS
A description of the general behavior of peak effectiveness over
velocity ratio (see Figure 2) is given by an equation of the form

az
(25)

4)

Influence of hole length, approaching boundary layer thickness, and hot
gas turbulence result in earlier or later formation of the film. Power
laws are adopted for boundary layer thickness and hole length, excluding zero values. Since turbulence values near zero in experiments are
often found, the power law is not useful and an exponential law was
chosen. With an angle and velocity ratio dependent term U* the complete correlation equation then becomes
x F b ( s _17 2 u ,03 ( L
I 5 1
5

51 ) b5 exp (b 6 Tu)
IT)

=

(26)
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1•
= c 1 ( c s – sinc6a)e_ 5
—
exp (c ioTu)
D

(29)

(30)

Um n is governed by the normal momentum of the coolant,
depending directly on the blowing angle. The critical normal momentum at maximum peak effectiveness also is influenced by hole length,
thickness of approaching boundary la yer, turbulence intensity of the
hot gas flow and hole spacing. An angle independent part of U is
applied, because an infinite maximum peak effectiveness for tangential
ejection is not reasonable. With these assumptions, U m= becomes
cf. (

(27)

rii;-) c u ( -5g r u exp (c i4Tu) ( ) c "

U ma x
C 15 +

All coefficients resulting from the least squares fit are listed in Table 1.
Scatterin g of the data around the curve given by eq. 26 is envisioned in
Figure 5. Standard deviation of film formation lengths taken from
experimental measurements from the calculated values is
a„ = RMS(,6 xi) = 3.37

sp 1_1` 1 +

The first term describes the peak effectiveness within the penetration
regime, the second an overshoot of the peak effectiveness in the mass
addition and mixing regimes. The hole spacin g is expected to have a
general effect on the peak effectiveness. Factor 9 includes the dependence on blowing angle, density ratio, hole length, thickness of the
boundary layer and turbulence intensity within the penetration regime.
The data available for angle variations suggest only a slight decrease
for large angles, while there seems to be a substantial increase for very
small angles. Modeling the other influences in the same way as for the
formation length, factor tp was chosen to be

The development of the expression U* is based on the assumption
that formation length should depend on the downstream velocity component of the coolant. For steep blowing angles the film forms close to
the ejection location, because of a small initial downstream velocit y
component of the coolant and intense turbulent mixing. In case of shallow angles, large downstream velocity components tend to drive the
coolant far downstream before film formation takes place. From the
experimental data, however, can be seen, that very shallow angles also
result in quite small formation lengths. This may be caused by the high
shear gradients close to the wall. A simple function describing this
behavior with the ejection angle is sin 2(2a). A density ratio dependence of LI* was considered in form of a power law. The least squares
fit revealed, that the proper combination of velocity ratio and density
ratio in U* is the momentum ratio. At last, tangential ejection of single
jets also needs some downstream distance to form a film. Adopting this
idea of an angle independent part of U*, it was formed as
U• = I (b 7 + sin2(2a) )

Figure 6b: Correlation of rip penetration regime

sin a

(31)

In the least squares fit, exponent c 1 did not result in stable values.
A fit of the data high in the penetration regime revealed a value of
0.125, what seemed to be acceptable for all data and, therefore, was set
constant in the further fitting process. Coefficient c 15 of the angle independent part of Li mn tended towards large values, ,choking" the angle
dependence of U. Since there is a significant difference of U ms„ by

(28)
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normal blowing versus blowing at shallow angles, c o was limited to a
maximum value of 3, leading to a plausible variation with blowing
angle and good results of the fit. Exponent co of the hole spacing
dependence of U mn was expected to be negative, since interaction of
jets from holes with small spacing should restilt in better deflection of
the coolant. co did not move to negative values, so the influence of
hole spacing was removed.
The coefficient values resulting from the least squares fit are summarized in Table I. Scattering of the measured data around the correlation curve is given in Figure 6a for the overshoot within the mass
addition and mixing regimes and in Figure 6b for the penetration
regime. Standard deviation of the measured data from the fit curve is
RMS (An E) = 0.031
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COUPLING OF CORRELATION AND ANALYTICS
Effectiveness with downstream

Within the film formation region, lateral averaged effectiveness
typically composes of low values in the midlines between the holes and
high values in the hole center lines. Low average cooling effectiveness
can be seen as a fraction of the possible effectiveness in the presence of
an ideal cooling film. Following this, a fictive 2-D film can be calculated backwards from the point of film formation into the formation
region (Figure 7). Lateral averaged effectiveness can then be described
by a damping function, modeling the continuous approach of the actual
effectiveness towards ideal analytic effectiveness

= idnA = ( 1 - ( 1- fdd x5 ) 11 A

6.7

1.0253 0.012

ccsina

•IF
This value is good and gives confidence in the correlation equations
used. It turned out to be much easier to read peak effectiveness values
from the experimental data than the film formation lengths. The scatter
at the beginning of the penetration regime in Figure 6b, however, documents that the flow situation is highly sensitive to small variations at
transition from the mixing to the penetration regime.
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Table 1: The correlation system and its coefficients

a=

(33)

(35)

RMS (Ari) = 0.033

giving confidence in the presented correlation system.
where f riF = d 1 exp(-d 2D

(34)

PARAMETER VARIATION STUDY ON THE CORRELATION
To visualize the effects of the influencing parameters, a variation
around a working point is presented. The working point chosen is a
typical experimental setup, often used as a reference case in the effectiveness measurements. The parameters of this working point are listed
in Table 2 and effects of parameter variations are discussed for the three
regimes.
The extensions of the regimes emerge by a variation of the blowing ratio as shown in Figure 8. At M=0.3 the typical mass addition
regime distribution can be seen, with a sharp and early peek of effectiveness and a following fast decay. Increasing the blowing ratio
increases the peak effectiveness and gradually enlarges the film formation length. Blowing ratio of maximum peak effectiveness strongly
depends on the density ratio and is about M=0.5 for the present conditions. For low density ratios of P=1 the maximum occurs around
M=0.4, for high density ratios of P=2 it can be observed at about
M=0.55. Further increasing the blowing ratio decreases peak effective-

Coefficients d i and d2 were determined from the experimental data in a
least squares fit together with coefficients a l and a2 of the film development in eq. 24. Difficulties arose concerning parameter di, since a tendency towards values beyond one was observed. Data indicate, that
there should be a formation length independent part of f dp with a value
close to one, so d i was set to 0.99. The other coefficients resulting from
the fit and the complete correlation system are shown in Table I. Standard deviation of experimental curves of effectiveness over downstream distance venus correlated curves is
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Table 2 Working point for the parameter variation

Figure 7: Damping function on analytic effectiveness
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Variation of the density ratio (Figure 9b):
In the mass addition regime density ratio influence is weak. A lower
density ratio is superior here, because it yields an approach of the coolant velocity towards the hot gas velocity. In the mixing regime a wide
spreading of the curves can be seen. Low density ratio causes a higher
jet momentum, driving the coolant away from the wall. In the penetration regime also the clear advantage of high density ratios is obvious.
Variation of the blowing angle (Figure 9c):
In the mass addition regime a benefit from small blowing angles can be
seen, but the effect on downstream effectiveness is weak. In the mixing
regime the advantage for the small angles becomes very pronounced,
when higher normal momentum causes the jets from large angle holes
to mix up in the hot gas. Film formation length is largest for the •
medium angles and decreases for both large and small angles. In the
penetration regime small angles are also superior and the shorter formation length for small angles additionally rise overall effectiveness.
Variation of hole length (Figure 9d):
In the mass addition regime no significant effect can be seen. As soon
as the mixing regime is reached the curves spread out. The velocity
profile distorted by secondary flows at the exit of a short hole has a
higher effective momentum driving the coolant off the wall than a
developed pipe flow of a long hole. At the end of the mixing regime the
curves collapse. In the penetration regime short holes are advantageous. The shorter formation length for short holes results in higher
effectiveness near the ejection, but downstream no effect is visible.
Variation of the boundary layer thickness (Figure 9e):
Again no significant effect can be detected in the mass addition regime.
In the mixing regime a thin approaching boundary layer leads to a considerably better peak effectiveness because of intense jet deflection by

ness, while the peak location moves downstream and the decay
becomes less steep. No significant effect on effectiveness can be seen
far downstream and an optimum coolant use at U=U is clearly indicated. A minimum of peak effectiveness occurs near M=1, marking the
end of the mixing regime and total jet detachment under present conditions. In the penetration regime, increasing the blowing ratio gradually
augments the peak effectiveness and substantially enlarges the film formation length. Effethiveness decay after the peak is very slow.
Variation of the hole spacing (Figure 9a):
The effectiveness decreases monotonically with increasing hole spacing, while the peak moves downstream. The only way to get high effectiveness by use of high blowing ratios in the penetration regime is a
very small hole spacing, leading to an early mixing of the coolant jet
and formation of a thick and intense film that dilutes only slowly.

the hot gas stream. Similar to the hole length variation, a contraction of
the curves at the end of the mixing regime takes place. In the penetration regime higher effectiveness is reached with thick boundary layers
because of faster jet spreading in the delayed wall region.
Variation of the turbulence intensity (Figure 91):
In the mass addition regime, the films for high turbulence intensities
dilute much faster than for low ones. In the mixing regime significantly
shorter film formation lengths are present for high turbulence intensities, but the low intensity value leads to a higher and broader peak with
a following slower decay of effectiveness. With high turbulence intensities the curves of the penetration regime begin to mix up with those of
the mixing regime. Short formation lengths for high turbulence levels
here lead to relatively early peaks with a following fast decay. Only
very close to the ejection location this results in higher effectiveness,
farther downstream low turbulence always is advantageous.
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